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Amendment  1 

Richard Ashworth 

 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 4 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

4. Reiterates that the mobilisation of this 

instrument, as provided for in Article 11 of 

the MFF Regulation, shows, once more, 

the crucial need for the Union budget to 

be more flexible; notes that these 

additional appropriations are only made 

possible thanks to the carry-over of unused 

amounts from the Flexibility Instruments 

of the financial years 2014 and 2015; 

underlines that no amount will be carried 

over to the financial year 2017, thus 

limiting any mobilisation of the Flexibility 

Instrument to its annual ceiling of 

EUR 471 million (2011 prices); 

4. Reiterates that the mobilisation of this 

instrument, as provided for in Article 11 of 

the MFF Regulation, shows, once more, 

that the Union budget can be flexible but 

that it must also be more targeted; notes 

that these additional appropriations are 

only made possible thanks to the carry-

over of unused amounts from the 

Flexibility Instruments of the financial 

years 2014 and 2015; regrets that no 

amount will be carried over to the financial 

year 2017, thus limiting any mobilisation 

of the Flexibility Instrument to its annual 

ceiling of EUR 471 million (2011 prices); 

Or. en 

 

Amendment  2 

Richard Ashworth 

 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 4 a (new) 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

 4a. Calls, therefore, on the Commission to 

present a draft budget in 2017 that 

decreases commitment appropriations for 

actions under headings 3 and 4 which are 

no longer considered priorities in order to 

provide an adequate margin should the 

need to respond to unforeseen 

circumstances arise; 

Or. en 
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Amendment  3 

Richard Ashworth 

 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 5 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

5. Reiterates its long-standing view that, 

without prejudice to the possibility for 

payment appropriations to be mobilised 

for specific budget lines through the 

Flexibility Instrument without prior 

mobilisations in commitments, the 

payments stemming from commitments 

previously mobilised through the 

Flexibility Instrument can only be 

counted over and above the ceilings; 

deleted 

Or. en 

 

 

 


